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Book Reviews

anger that must be overcome in order to accept and/or offer true forgiveness can be
quite daunting. Whether a person chooses to read one, a few, or all of the offerings
in this insightful collection, one cannot help but be inspired by the wisdom and
encouragement in this guidebook. Although classified as a self-help book, this is a
resource that could also be utilized in group discussions. Each “self-contained gem”
(p. x) in this collection will greatly assist the reader as s/he journeys along the path
that leads to the wholeness that accompanies true forgiveness.

God’s Graffiti: Inspiring Stories for Teens,
by Romal Tune. King of Prussia, PA: Judson Press, 2013. 153 pp. $13.99.
ISBN 9780917017330
Reviewed by Deborah L. Denison, Medical Librarian,
Madigan Army Medical Center,Tacoma,WA
This slim, easy-to-read volume highlights “at-risk” biblical characters (Moses,
Rahab, Jephthah, Ishmael, Hagar, Esther, Joseph, The Boy with an Evil Spirit) and
the author’s personal story (filled with poverty, drug dealers, gangs and community
violence) in order to illustrate to its intended audience of young adults how to:
stop pain and failure from hindering your future, value good and bad experiences
and use them as building blocks for success, deal with anger and fear to become
emotionally whole and healthy and restore broken relationships and see the
victory in God (p. 153).
Each chapter in God’s Graffiti examines, in depth, the beginnings, endings and
challenges of historical biblical figures who were frequently misunderstood and/or
seemingly dysfunctional. For instance, Moses’ “hang-ups” included a lack of trust in
God, shame, insecurity, and a lack of confidence. By focusing on Moses’ humanity
and God’s response to such, the author successfully illustrates how the reader, like
Moses, will eventually get it right.
A “What Now?” section with suggestions for activities that can be completed in
a class, Bible study, or individually concludes each chapter of this inspiring book.
Prayers are included in the “Get Prayed Up” sections of God’s Graffiti.
People of all ages will be encouraged and inspired by Romal Tune’s excellent book.
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